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Semiochemical definition
 Naturally occurring substances used in communication among organisms
 Emitted by one organism (emitter) generate a behavioral or physiological response in

another one (receiver)

 Target-specific and non-toxic mode of action
 Generally effective at low doses, often comparable to natural levels
Pheromones

Allelochemicals

Semiochemicals for pest control
All semiochemical-based pesticides fall into one of 2 basic techniques:
Mating disruption

• Use of sex pheromone
 Active substance role

• Disruption of mate finding
• Extremely species-specific
Luring

• Food attractants/pheromone

 Active Substance or Co-formulant role

• Lure to a killing agent or trap
• Specificity depends on attractant
The semiochemical does not have a toxic MoA but modifies behavior

Efficacy trials set-up
Principles

• The trial set-up needs to account the specific MoA of the product
• The trial set-up needs to account for the target pest biology and behaviour
• The trial set-up needs to reflect the desired label claims
• Non-efficacy benefits should be weighed / tested within an IPM context
Existing guidelines

• EPPO PP1/264 - ‘Mating disruption pheromones’
• EPPO PP1/296 - ‘Principles of efficacy evaluation for low-risk plant protection
•
•

products’
EPPO PP1/269 - ‘Comparable climates at global level’
Species-specific EPPO Standards

Considerations for efficacy studies
Classic pesticide trial designs are inappropriate

Classic design:
• Plots of few plants
• Easy to replicate
• Easy to add thesis
• Easy to test dose-response

Considerations for efficacy studies
Why standard designs are not suitable?
Because individual plants are not protected, the plot (or field) is

Application

Regular pesticide

Application

Semiochemical PPP

Mating disruption efficacy trials
• Use of sex pheromone to disrupt mating
• (Typically) only males are affected
• No individuals are killed
• Immigration of females is the most important threat
 Plot size and border effect are critical for the evaluation

• Efficacy must be measured as crop damage
• Trap inhibition provides additional information

 BUT correlation with damage is unknown (or non-existent)

• Efficacy is pest density dependent

 Minimal effective dose is not absolute

• Crop has no impact in performance

Luring product efficacy trials
• Use of semiochemical to attract to a toxic or trap
 Food attractants compete with food sources
 Sex pheromones only affect males
 Better performance with female attractants

• Targets are mobile and plots must be large
• Efficacy must be measured as crop damage
• Luring radius is interesting information

 BUT correlation with efficacy is unknown (or non-existent)

• Efficacy is density dependent

 Minimal effective dose is not absolute

• Crop may have an impact on product performance
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Semiochemical efficacy trials
Design and plot size depends on female mobility and crop system
Codling moth

Vine Mealybug

Decent flyer

Female mobility very low

Large plots per thesis (3-5 ha)

“Smaller” plots (0.3-0.5 ha)

Typically, pseudoreplication needed

True replication possible

Avoid border sampling

Latin square perfect, due to distribution

Samples widely distributed

Samples widely distributed

Difficulties of large trials
• It is not easy to find homogeneous conditions for
 Crop (age, variety,…)
 Management
 Pest pressure

• Number of thesis must be within reason
• True replications may not be practically achievable (solve w/ statistics)
• Crop destruction requirements suppose a huge hurdle
 Lots of crop to compensate
 Grower production agreements with their customers
 Unclear manufacturer ROI (highly specific products = small markets)

• Risk for collaborators may be unbearable

 Avoidance/reduction of true UTCs
 Evaluation of additive effect (or partial substitutions)

Density dependent efficacy
• Semiochemical biopesticides typically “compete” with other behavior drivers
• A same dose may lead to different efficacy in different situations
 Increasing rate does not increase efficacy endlessly
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Density dependent efficacy
• Semiochemical biopesticides typically “compete” with other behavior drivers
• A same dose may lead to different efficacy in different situations
 Increasing rate does not increase efficacy endlessly

• Minimum efficacious dose is a relative concept

Density changes over time
• Oftentimes continuous use of semiochemicals lowers populations over time
• The minimum efficacious dose will evolve as time goes by
Dose A

Dose B

A>B

Overall remarks to take home
• As for any other pesticides, efficacy is evaluated as damage
reduction

• Plants themselves are not protected because we are changing
behavior

• Big trials are required, and that poses challenges and limitations
• Minimum efficacious dose is, at least, questionable

Thanks for your time
Questions are welcome!

